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MEBAA 2018 ends on a high note
by Mark Phelps
It always takes a few days after a show ends
before all the pertinent numbers and statistics finally come together—how many visitors,
how many orders, how much money changing hands. But the real worth of a show is not
always measured by those numbers. It is more
important to assess the quality of the interactions that take place over three days, and this
can also be much more difficult to pin down.
As the numbers go, we know now that there
were 452 exhibitors at MEBAA 2018 and 34 aircraft on static display. Of those 34, more than
a half dozen are making their first appearance
at the show, such as the single-engine Cirrus
Vision jet, likely the smallest jet to ever grace
the UAE skies. According to MEBAA founding and executive chairman Ali Alnaqbi, the
show has experienced double-digit growth
every year—with 2018 showing a 15 percent
improvement over the last edition in 2016.
One new feature this year is the product
demonstration theater on the show floor,

presenting interactive product demonstrations from exhibiting companies. Also, the
MEBAA Conference Dubai was held in a
curtained area right on the show floor. It
featured the expertise of industry leaders
discussing topics of current interest, such
as the impact of blockchain on business aviation operations and maintenance, as well
as updates on various aircraft programs and
other topical subjects.
The Jetsetter Reception further supported
MEBAA’s mission of creating “an ideal platform for the business aviation industry in
the Middle East and North Africa.”
“It’s important to bring trust to the show,”
Alnaqbi told AIN. “I want happy members. I
want to be able to deliver commitment and
promise and pave the road for the next segments of business aviation.”
Those future segments could mean
urban mobility drone operations all the
way through supersonic aircraft. Alnaqbi

sees good prospects for Aerion’s AS2 Mach
1.4 supersonic business jet, now in development in the U.S. Describing operators in
the Middle East, he said, “We fly long distances—to Europe, the U.S., Asia—so supersonic travel adds great value. To get there
faster means you don’t have to be away from
home for as long. Even though it served limited markets, we miss the Concorde.”
At the other end of the scale, Alnaqbi has a
passionate interest in promoting smaller aircraft in the region. He has distinct ideas on
the needs for an air-taxi operation, for example. “We have a huge market that is lost due
to the unavailability of aircraft. I have said
repeatedly and publicly, you need to have at
least 11 to 15 aircraft. Air-taxi needs critical
mass. Providing a business aircraft solution
is not about widebody aircraft alone. The
smaller aircraft segment is still missing.”
Discussing the recent closing of PC-12
continues on page 4
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Cirrus Vision Jet makes Dubai debut
by James Wynbrandt
The Cirrus SF50 Vision Jet is making its
regional debut at MEBAA 2018, introducing the Middle East to the concept—and
reality—of the personal jet.
“Until now, we didn’t have a real proposal for the audience here at this exhibition,” said Stefano Cestarelli, regional
sales director for Cirrus Middle East and
Cirrus Italy. “Many people were waiting
to see the real airplane, to sit inside, so
there’s big interest.”
What’s the reaction, now that MEBAA
attendees have had a chance to see and sit
in the single-engine jet?
“The general comment is, ‘For the
smallest jet in the market, it’s really spacious inside,’” Cestarelli reported.
With a 300 knot cruise speed, the fiveplace Vision Jet is designed to be as easy
to fly as the company’s piston-powered SR
series aircraft—the SR20, SR22, and turbocharged SR22T— with safety features
including its hallmark Cirrus Airframe
Parachute System (CAPS), which can
lower the aircraft to the ground by parachute in the event of an emergency.
Five SF50s have been ordered by customers in the region, Cestarelli told AIN.
Cirrus has previously shown SR models
at MEBAA, and has gained a foothold in
the region. Twenty-two are in the Emirates Flight Training Academy training
fleet, the Royal Saudi Air Force owns 24,
and seven are privately owned.
“The community of pilots is not very
big, but it is very active, and they like the
idea of owning their own airplane and
being in a position to fly freely,” Cestarelli
said. “Their families are spread around—
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain—and they
like to visit them in their own airplanes.”
As for navigating the regulations governing flights in owner-flown general aviation

Women in Aviation on a Mission at MEBAA
Women in Aviation-Middle East, the regional
branch of the global non-profit Women in
Aviation International (WAI), is on a mission
at MEBAA 2018: “Our mission is to empower
and motivate women and invite them to be a
force in the aviation industry,” said Mervat Sultan, president, Women in Aviation Middle East
(Booth 784). The effort has gained traction
over the past decade. “In the last ten years
the numbers of ladies [in the aviation field] has
increased a lot,” she said. “We have women at
ATC, on the ramp, pilots, and in engineering.”
However, “It’s not about gender, about
female or male,” she said of her group’s
efforts, noting their membership includes
both. “It’s about expanding knowledge of
aviation in the region.”
Sultan launched WAI’s Middle East branch
in 2013, which today has more than 500
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members from the Middle East, as well as
throughout Africa.
As for the requirements to become part of
the field, “The first is education,” she said.
“You cannot be in aviation without education. You need to get a license,” whether that
certification is for dispatch, performing maintenance, piloting an airplane, or any other
technical job. “Second, you need to get your
experience,” she said. “Third, expand your
network. Aviation is a small community, and
everyone knows everyone.”
Sultan herself at age 16 “was dreaming to
be a pilot,” but upon her family’s advice initially followed a more traditional career path,
earning an MBA and a degree in accounting.
But she never gave up her interest in aviation, and in 2001 became one of the first
women in the Middle East to earn a dispatch
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A core group of local Cirrus SR series owners have already ordered three Vision Jets.
aircraft, “It’s very, very easy,” Cestarelli said.
“I fly in this region myself. When you know
how to proceed you can fly with no big difference compared to Europe. It’s actually
quite permissive here.” He added, “There
are initiatives in the UAE and in Saudi Arabia to establish new airports dedicated for
small, private general aviation aircraft.”
As for the difference between promoting
the SF50 in this region compared to others, “The interest for the Vision Jet is more
concrete here because there is a base of
high-quality clients who can afford it. It is
easier to deal with somebody who can really
place an order and purchase a Vision Jet.”
With orders backlogged, there is about
a three-year wait for a new Vision Jet.
“But there are some possible options” for
customers who don’t want to wait that
long, Cestarelli said. “I have many clients
who placed an order years ago and now
are not ready to take delivery.” Cestarelli
can arrange to swap delivery positions
among the can’t-wait and must-wait SF50

license. That same year she co-founded Ras
Al Khaima-based RamJet, the UAE’s first aviation support company. She also earned a
private pilot license along the way.
“Everything is possible,” Sultan said.
“Don’t say, ‘I’m too old.’ Money also is not
an obstacle. If you ask you may get help
from chapters or from companies. Work
hard and you get money.”
The Middle East branch is asking for such
help on behalf of its member now, seeking
more support from companies and institutions within the industry to “provide discounts on courses, or any licenses [students
are] training for,” and other support.
For those already in the industry who want
to help the next generation join them—whatever the prospect’s gender—Sultan stresses
the importance of mentorship.
“If you mentor [only] one person, that’s
enough,” she said. “It’s not about quantity,
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customers. “I will be happy to make two
people happy at one time,” he said.
Cirrus hands over the keys to all new aircraft at its customer delivery center in Knoxville, Tennessee in the U.S. Here Vision Jet
customers undergo training to earn the type
certificate required to fly any turbine aircraft.
“It takes a couple of weeks,” said Cestarelli.
“Generally one week of ground school and
one week of flight, part simulator and part in
a real airplane.” The training is capped by a
check ride with a designated pilot examiner.
“When [the instructors] say it’s your time
for a check ride, you are ready.”
That’s partly thanks to the training
program Cirrus has developed for the
Vision Jet, but also because the cockpit
layout, instrument panel, and procedural
flow are the same as in the SR series, with
which most Vision Jet buyers are familiar.
Cestarelli noted the owners of the seven
private SR aircraft in the region account
for three of the five Middle East SF50
orders to date.
n

it’s quality. You have the ability to help others. Don’t keep the knowledge you gain
over the years to yourself,” she continued.
“You should pass it to others. If you want
to be really happy from inside, [it will happen] when you see others happy because
of you.”
Sultan practices what she preaches. “I
now have a girl in Canada, she works in a
coffee shop and she helps her family, and she
lately finished her PPL. I’m very proud of her.
I monitor her, send her emails, motivate her
to keep looking to see her way to the sky.”
The Middle East chapter is now preparing
for the General Assembly for Women in Aviation at Dubai’s Airport Show (April 29 – May
1, 2019) at Dubai International Convention
Centre, held under the patronage of Sheikh
Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum, which is
expected to draw hundreds to share the message of empowerment and inclusion. J.W.

Newest VVIP BBJ 787
on display at MEBAA 2018
Boeing Business Jets is presenting on
static display (SD 29) at MEBAA 2018
the world’s second head-of-state BBJ 787,
fresh from its November delivery following the cabin completion by Greenpoint
Technologies.
The Dreamliner’s interior, created in
partnership with the client, features both
open living spaces and distinct private
rooms. Designed “to provide a modern,
inviting interior that showcases bestin-class services on board,” according
to Annika Wicklund, Greenpoint design
director, the cabin “offers functionality
and adaptability while integrating the latest technology and luxuries experienced
at the finest hotel.”
The main lounge features a metallic
glass tile wall, the first of its kind certified
on a 787, and embossed hand-tipped leather
seats, while the master suite has its own
lounge and office. Refined material finishes
include Calacatta Borghini marble, bookmatched American walnut, and boucle

hand-tufted carpet. The VVIP Dreamliner,
owned by Korean Air, also has a gym with
vaulted ceilings, large service galleys, and
extensive crew accommodations.
Boeing’s 787 creates significant
challenges for custom interiors as the
aircraft’s composite airframe doesn’t
allow the interior structural modifications that metal airframes permit, and
requires specialized tools and training.
Greenpoint executive v-p Bret Neely
hailed the completion as “a monumental
achievement,” crediting the company’s
teamwork and dedication for “mastering the 787-8 completion process and
its advanced technology.”
The completion was marred by a nose
gear collapse that occurred at Greenpoint’s facility in March. Korean Air said
at the time the 787 was to be operated for
an anonymous client, but the aircraft is
now listed for sale by Aviatrade.
Asked at MEBAA about the repairs
required to fix the damage, a Boeing
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by James Wynbrandt

Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner poses unique challenges for completions because it’s constructed
primarily from composite materials. This is Greenpoint’s second 787 of four currently planned.
spokesperson said only that the company’s AOG team had worked with the customer to repair the aircraft. Evidence of
the repairs is not visible when looking at
the 787’s nose area.
Greenpoint, a Zodiac company, also performed the completion on the first headof-state 787-8, delivered in July 2016. That
interior, by Pierrejean Design Studio of
Paris, includes a forward master suite with
bedroom, an expansive lounge area, and a

Dubai South concentrates on hangarage
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Dubai South, owner and operator of Al
Maktoum International Airport’s Aviation District, plans to open up to seven
new Code F hangars, located adjacent to
plots already taken by Dubai’s DC Aviation Al-Futtaim and Falcon Aviation—and
capable of fitting an Airbus A380—by 2022,
bringing the total to nine.
“We have concluded a deal with
ExecuJet for three Code C hangars,” said
Tahnoon Saif, CEO aviation, Dubai South,
“and with DC Aviation for two. Jetex has
already completed their hangar. Now we
are working on support activities. We
are building VIP catering facilities, set
for completion in the second quarter of
2020, as well as a fuel farm for private jets,
which should be finished in 2019.”
It is clear that plans for the Aviation
District have crystallized significantly
since the last MEBAA Dubai event in 2016,
and hangarage forms a major part of the
proposition, as operators, particularly in
Saudi Arabia, are hamstrung by a dearth
of adequate facilities for parking, to say
nothing of protecting aircraft from the
harsh summer environment in the region.
Lufthansa Technik, GE, and AAI Corporation have all taken on standalone hangar
commitments in the district, Saif said.
The Aviation District is located in the
south-western zone of the larger DWC
site and contains an airside freezone,
aerospace supply chain, hospitality,

warehousing, light industry, and education
facilities, as well as the Emirates Flight
Training Academy, which opened in 2017.
“From a sales perspective at the Aviation District this year, we had a number of
developing projects,” Saif said. “We concluded five Code C plots, and construction
started on our second aerospace supply
chain facility, which will be completed by
early 2019. It’s been a very busy year.”

Saif said the MEBAA Show played an
important role in bring potential operators
into Dubai South’s orbit. “When visitors
come here, they see something different
and that things have evolved and developed. It is a two-year cycle, where we are
showcasing our projects, and they attract a
number of investors and operators. Operators who come to MEBAA are our potential clients. We are proving to them what

The master plan for DWC includes much more construction of hangars and support facilities.
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guest cabin with first-class seating aft, all
done in a palette of neutral brown and gray
tones. Nicknamed the Dream Jet, that 787
is owned and operated by China-based
Deer Jet.
With work now underway in preparation for two more green Dreamliners
slated for Greenpoint interior installations, “This expertise is already flowing
to our third and fourth 787 completions,”
said Neely.
n

we were promising in [recent] years.”
He said he expects 10 percent growth in
total aircraft movements at Dubai’s two airports in 2018, to almost 15,000 movements.
“By the end of this year, we expect to conclude 10 percent growth on 2017. We had
14,700 movements in Dubai last year. We
are expecting 19,000 movements by 2020.”
Dubai South is in negotiation with up
to five operators for the launch of helicopter services from DWC’s VIP Terminal, he
said. Falcon Aviation would be one of the
operators, but negotiations are still under
way with other potential players. As one
of the UAE’s leading helicopter fleet owners, Falcon has enjoyed great success with
its sight-seeing heli-services from Atlantis
The Palm, claiming it is the second-busiest such facility in the world, handling
33,000 passengers a year.
Saif also confirmed that although the
launch of the Phase 2 Midfield Terminal
Building at DWC for scheduled passenger
traffic had been delayed five years to 2030,
“construction of a 120 million passenger
terminal has started. Enabling works are
going on for Runways 3 and 4.”
Saif did not rule out the idea that temporary additional FBO facilities might be
made available for the Expo 2020 event,
which takes place in the northeast zone of
the DWC airport site. Construction there
is now well underway. “We are working
with operators to have a solution during
Expo 2020, although the operations are
efficient at the VIP Terminal. We are looking into a seamless process of VIP handling
during the Expo. We want to showcase the
Dubai welcome at the event.”
n
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Academy 147’s maintenance training niche
by Ian Sheppard
Since Malta-based company Academy
147 started in 2014 as a post-MBA idea of
managing director Andy Trinchero, it has
grown into a company with 25 employees
around the world delivering more than
40 maintenance type-rating courses to
the business aviation sector every year.
This year, Academy 147 has delivered 42
courses so far.
Visiting MEBAA 2018, Trinchero told
AIN that the company had just before the
show delivered a course in Dubai, training
technicians on the Gulfstream G150 at a
global company with a base in the UAE.
“We have a few customers in Dubai and Abu
Dhabi,” he noted, “And we did around ten
courses in Dubai alone last year, including
a Bombardier Global course.”
“It’s been a record year for us” as Academy 147 responds to a global MRO skills
shortage, said Trinchero. “The Middle
East is one of our core markets and we are
seeing an increasing appetite for maintenance training throughout the region.
We are able to provide training to fulfill
a wide range of regulatory and personnel
training requirements, from EASA, GCAA,
FAA, and other bodies.”

who can travel to client sites to provide
on-location maintenance training across
multiple aircraft platforms.”
The company has also added a location
in Las Vegas, which joins Los Angeles,
Orlando, Dubai, Hong Kong, and Malta.
So now, said Trinchero, “We are able
to provide a rapid response to training
requirements around the globe.”

Executive Gourmet’s market goes a la carte
Founded in 2011 and based at Al Bateen
Executive Airport in Abu Dhabi, Executive
Gourmet (Booth 540) creates high-end
cuisine for business and general aviation
operators in the UAE.
Joao Menezes de Aguiar, general manager and project manager of operations,
Middle East, said the company produces
the majority of its luxury meals at Al
Bateen, but that today about 20 percent
of its catering is made elsewhere in the
UAE. The country has eight airports with
IATA designations, all of which are eager
to serve business aviation clients.
“We do a tailored, customized service,
using high-quality products; we have a
menu which is used as a guideline, but
we do whatever the customer wants,”
he said. “We are part of Gate Gourmet,
a member of the Gategroup, the biggest

Multiple Platforms

Trinchero himself worked for a maintenance provider before founding Academy
147, and he said the experience of working
in the industry showed him there was a
real need. Now, he said, “We have training [instructors] throughout the region

NEWS note
UAS International Trip Support announced
the winners of its UAS Outstanding Suppliers Awards for 2017-2018 yesterday at its
MEBAA booth (500). The awards recognize
UAS’s best-performing industry partners
around the world and are based on client
satisfaction reports from the company’s procurement department. Award winners for
2017-2018 include:
• Global Handler: ExecuJet Aviation Group
• Best Customer Service:
Jet Aviation (Asia-Pacific)
• Global Fuel Supplier: Nautilus
• Best Handler Africa:
Stars Aviation Services
• Best Handler America:
Signature Flight Support USA
• Best Handler Asia-Pacific and Indian
Subcontinent: Hawker Pacific
• Best Handler CIS, Russia, Europe:
Harrods Aviation
• Best Handler Middle East:
ExecuJet Middle East.
UAS co-owner, founder, and executive
president Mohammed Husary said, “These
suppliers never fail us, and this enables us
to exceed our clients’ expectations.”
n
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Trinchero said the past four years had
been “extremely hard work” building
the company from scratch, but growth
continues and he is looking for more
customers and clients with mechanics
who need type-rating courses. “So we’ve
gone pretty quickly, and the Middle East
will remain a core market for us,” he
concluded.
n

continued from page 1

MEBAA 2018 ends
on a high note
operator GI Aviation, he said, “Also, pricing must be correct. A PC-12 for more
than $3,000 [per hour]? Come on! But if
you want to launch an air-taxi with the
right number of aircraft and the right
price, MEBAA will support you.”
Alnaqbi is pleased with the interaction he
has experienced with regulatory authorities
throughout the region. “I want to thank the
authorities for working with us. The UAE
was one of the first countries to use IS-BAO
[International Standards-Business Aircraft
Operations], and the authorities have been
working closely with us.”
He said the cooperation with the
authorities has helped meet the needs
of MEBAA members. “We’re not here to
break rules,” he said. “But we want to be
treated like business aviation operators in
the U.S. and Europe. And we want them
to be treated here the way they are treated
in their home countries.”
Alnaqbi, who serves as vice chairman for
the International Business Aviation Council

\
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Joao Menezes
de Aguiar,
general
manager
and project
manager of
operations,
Middle East
airline catering company in the world.”
The convenience of Abu Dhabi’s private airport was an ideal fit for Executive
Gourmet. “Al Bateen was the first airport
in the region completely dedicated to private aviation,” he said. “In Al Bateen you
don’t need slots. You can come in and out
whenever you want. From Al Bateen, we
serve all the airports in the UAE.” P.S.S.

(IBAC), sees a MEBAA agenda that includes
illegal “gray” charter. “The gray market is
the enemy of growth,” he said.
Alnaqbi sees many ways that the industry and authorities can help MEBAA and
the show to be even more successful. “The
OEMs can help us. And we need expansion
of infrastructure and airports. We also need
investment in local business aviation operators and businesses. I am a big believer in
the Middle East and Africa. We are enjoying
healthy growth, good growth. We see positive reaction to our business and industry.
The future is very bright.
“Shows [like MEBAA] will lighten the
future and show how growth can bring
strength. I want the market to have big confidence in MEBAA—what we can deliver.”
Alnaqbi concluded with a passionate
appeal to bringing young people into the
industry. “You and I, we love the smell
of jet fuel. But we need to transfer that
passion to the next generation; make it
appealing to them; show the opportunity.
We can’t wait for them to come to us. We
need to bring it to them.
“I want to do this at the MEBAA level,
and we need to bring it to the IBAC level.
The airlines are climbing. We need for
business aviation to climb even higher.” n
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News Clips
MEBAA Announces New
Board Members

The Middle East and North Africa
Business Aviation Association (MEBAA),
which runs the MEBAA Show in Dubai,
has welcomed new board members.
Founding and executive chairman
Ali Alnaqbi revealed on December 10,
the opening day of the MEBAA show,
that Mohammed Husary, co-owner
and executive vice-president of UAS
International Trip Support, and Josh
Stewart, founder and CEO of XJet, had
joined the MEBAA board, along with
Robert Smith, president of Jet Aviation,
and Nicolas Robinson, regional senior v-p
Middle East and Africa for Gulfstream.
In addition, Ruedi Kraft, managing
director of Kraft Aviation Solutions, has
been appointed as a board advisor.
“The board is delighted to welcome
the new members,” said Alnaqbi. “We
welcome this influential new influx to
our board and association, and are sure
all of them will add to the overall aims
of MEBAA, which is simply to increase
business aviation levels in the Middle East.”

MJet Becomes First ACJ319
Skywise Operator

Austria’s MJet became the first ACJ319
operator to sign up for Skywise,
Airbus’s single-point solution for
obtaining, managing, and reviewing
anonymous aircraft operational data.
With its new Skywise access, MJet
will be able to combine selected
Airbus data with its own information
and global benchmarks without the
need for additional infrastructure
investments, the manufacturer said.
Under the program, MJet will
share its Airbus operating data and
benefit from accessing other A319
operators’ aggregate aircraft reliability
data. MJet will also work with Airbus
to further develop product and
support services specifically for ACJ
operators. Airbus said its Skywise
service will provide MJet “new insights
at aircraft, company, and global levels”
while “improving operational reliability,
reducing operational interruptions, and
identifying efficiencies, cost savings,
and enhanced revenue opportunities.”
Airbus Skywise provides its users with
a single access point for operational
data by combining information from
multiple sources. “The more data that
airlines share into the Skywise platform,
the more accurate the predictions and
models for all connected,” Airbus said.
All Skywise data is anonymized to
ensure confidentiality, according to
Airbus. More than 190 Airbus Corporate
Jets are in service around the world.
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Gama pushes ahead with
Saudi management venture
by Peter Shaw-Smith

Richard
Lineveldt,
Gama Aviation
managing
director,
Middle East
“The Saudi authorities have changed
some of the regulations, in terms of
the operational structure [of business
aviation],” Lineveldt said. “Initially,
our main concern, because we had clients affected by it, was the change from
Part 91 to Part 125. You can as an individual go and apply for your own Part
125 certificate or you can go with traditional management companies. We saw
a potential business opportunity there
because it is the largest market in the
region, so we established a company in
Saudi Arabia, which has obtained operating approval under Part 125. So for the
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Gama Aviation has established a company
in Saudi Arabia through a wholly owned
venture with an undisclosed local partner,
which will give it the opportunity to enter
the lucrative market through the management of private aircraft.
Richard Lineveldt, Gama Aviation managing director, Middle East, said that the
company (Static S8) had required clarity on the changes being introduced by
the General Authority of Civil Aviation
(GACA) to the regulation of business jets
before proceeding with its venture, which
obtained regulatory approval in 2017.
GACA had originally set March 31 this
year as the final deadline for registration
changes, but then gave market participants an extra nine months to comply. In
the case that pertains to Gama, these call
for aircraft to be registered on a GACA
operator certificate (OC) under Part 125
for non-commercial (private) operations.
New regulations have also been promulgated under Part 121 special unscheduled
(SU, previously known as GACA Part 135)
for commercial charter operations.

past year, we’ve had this approval, and
we have slowly started to get the word
out about it and hope it will be attractive
to various clients.”
Lineveldt said the company is based in
Jeddah, where the majority of its clients are
located and from where most of the aircraft
located in Saudi Arabia tend to operate.
“We are [moving in] the traditional way
in which Gama sets itself up in new territories. The shortest route to growing
the local business is to establish a private
management business there. The next
step is to install other avenues, charter
being one of them,” he said.
“We haven’t started to work on the charter
certificate. We will continue to look at the
demand for aircraft charter [in Saudi Arabia] but our core business around the world
is [managing] private aircraft for individuals and corporations. We will look to branch
out into the rest of the services Gama offers,
including maintenance and FBO.”
Lineveldt said Gama’s entry into the
Saudi market was a prudent first move
pending eventual development of a complete portfolio of services. He also implied
that the Saudi market needed new blood.
“This is a very good time for Gama to
come in as a well-established brand into
the kingdom. We don’t have a legacy in
Saudi Arabia. The market is calling out for
a large, established operator of a reputable brand with no legacies.”
n

Falcon Aviation, Honeywell Aerospace ink new UAE partnership
Falcon Aviation’s managing director Mahmood Hussain (l) and Honeywell Aerospace’s Mosab Alkubaisy, director Middle East and Africa, used
the occasion of MEBAA 2018 to sign their new partnership agreement under which Falcon will become an authorized Channel Partner in the UAE.
Honeywell’s Channel Partner program is designed to help its regional dealerships to market the company’s solutions more efficiently. With the
new agreement, Falcon Aviation joins Honeywell’s other Channel Partners, including Duncan Aviation, Kellstrom Defense, and StandardAero,
which complements its status with major airframe manufacturers like Leonardo, Bell, Airbus Helicopters, Bombardier, Embraer, and Pilatus.
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New Saudi
airshow to
launch in
March 2019
by Peter Shaw-Smith
A new airshow is coming to Saudi Arabia
as the kingdom boosts its contribution
to a regional aviation events calendar
already bustling with activity. The firstever Saudi Airshow takes place on March
12-14 at Al Thumamah Airport, near the
capital, Riyadh, and it is being organized
by the Saudi Aviation Club (SAC).
The SAC announced December 10 that
Saudi Arabia’s General Authority of Civil
Aviation (GACA) had taken a role as a
strategic partner and main sponsor of the
event. Some 100 aircraft, ranging in size
from single-engine pistons and executive
jets to widebody airliners, will be on display at the show. A bank of chalets and
three exhibition halls hosting 500 exhibitors, including international pavilions,
will be on show.
“The Saudi Airshow is one of the most
important new destinations in the world
of civil aviation as Saudi Arabia is one of
the leading countries in the region in the
aviation industry and has the largest market for aircraft parts in the Middle East,”
according to the SAC.
The club was established in 2000 and
exists as “an independent nonprofit entity
to promote aeronautical sciences and to
encourage the participation of the public in aviation.” Al Thumamah Airport is
located 30 km (18 miles) north of Riyadh
King Khalid International Airport and 64
km north of downtown Riyadh.
These are exciting times for aviation in
Saudi Arabia, but the kingdom is sometimes still seen as being unresponsive
to the needs of international visitors
in terms of visas and access. “They’re
going to have to work on that if they’re
going to make these kinds of events
successful because there’s no shortage
of business people such as myself who
want to go and invest in Saudi Arabia,”
a Gulf-based aviation official told AIN
at the MEBAA Show.
n
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Now under new
leadership, AfBAA
moves forward

Its distinctive silver and red livery denotes this Bombardier Global 6000 in MEBAA 2018’s static display area as operated by VistaJet.

VistaJet shopping for up to 10 Global 7500s
by James Wynbrandt
Though no orders have been placed, Vista
Global Holding, owner of VistaJet, which
owns and operates an all-Bombardier
large-cabin charter fleet, may buy up to
10 Global 7500s, Ian Moore, VistaJet COO,
said at MEBAA 2018.
“We haven’t decided how many we’re
likely to take, but there’s zero commitment,” Moore said. “It’s a $70 million
aircraft, and we have to be careful not to
burden the company [with debt]. If you
ask me what I would like: between five
and ten 7500s in the future.”
Thomas Flohr, VistaJet founder and
chairman, holds several delivery position
options in his name, Moore said.
Bombardier’s flagship Global 7500,
which claims title as the world’s largest
purpose-built business jet, is expected
to enter service by year end. Any Vista
Global-purchased 7500 would likely first
go to individual entities through recently
formed Vista Leasing, Moore said, before
any would be added to VistaJet’s charter fleet. But Moore believes the model
would find favor among the clientele of
VistaJet’s product, particularly given the
long-range missions the company’s fleet
is designed to support.
“I fly a little with Thomas [Flohr] in this
aircraft,” Moore said, sitting aboard the
Global 6000, VistaJet’s current flagship,
on static display (S34) at Al Maktoum
International Airport during MEBAA 2018.
“After 12 hours it starts to feel a little small.
For that range, I think corporations and
individuals will enjoy the 7500 and get
used to paying [for it]. It will be a game
changer for us, and certainly for Bombardier, as well.”
Were Vista Global to proceed with
purchase plans, the first option would
be exercised in the third quarter of 2019,
and the aircraft would go on tour to
showcase the aircraft to customers and
potential customers. “We have no commitment,” Moore reiterated, “But I think
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Ian Moore,
VistaJet COO
financially it will make a lot of sense to
take one; it would be a missed opportunity not to take one.”
The number of position options Vista
Global has available results from a commitment Flohr made to Bombardier in
2012, Moore said.
The company has no plans to order the
new Global 6500 or 5500—introduced
at EBACE this year in tandem with the
rebranded 7500 (formerly the Global
7000)—which are slated for service
entry next year. “I have another 30 percent capacity in the fleet we already have,”
Moore said. “We already have invested a
lot of money, and my job is to sell into
the fleet and deleverage the company as
much as possible and bring down the debt
to where we can push it off again if we
need to. We can continue growing at 20
percent year over year, and we already
bought the aircraft.”

make sure we’re relevant to our clients’
needs and passions.”
Looking back at 2018, VistaJet has
enjoyed “another strong year,” Moore
said, with operations numbers up 20 to
30 percent year over year amid growing diversification of its customer base.
Regional growth has been strong in Egypt,
the UAE, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia.
“We’ve been here quite some time, eight
or nine years in the Middle East, and we
really believe in this market,” Moore said.
He noted VistaJet doesn’t face stiff competition in the region as “the usual players
aren’t really here.” The company is adding
staff to its office in Dubai Free Zone.

Ownership Alternative

Among the attendees the company hopes
to see at MEBAA: “People thinking about
buying an aircraft,” Moore said. “The
region is going through some interesting
times. Maybe people buying their own aircraft want to see what happens the next
couple of years economically and politically. We are the alternative to ownership.
Our asset-light business model is resonating around the world.”
Vista Global recently purchased
XOJet, which dominates the mid- and
super-midsize cabin charter market in
the U.S. with its owned and operated
fleet of Challenger 300s and Citation Xs.
Unlike VistaJet, XOJet’s charter service is
Wine Club
aimed at value-oriented flyers. “We feel
Indeed, VistaJet, which previously placed very strongly XOJet can be taken internaan emphasis on owning aircraft that were tionally, and we feel comfortable moving
under OEM warranty to keep operating out to the Middle East, Europe, and Asia,”
costs down, has no plans to replace any Moore said. “Which market first? It will be
aircraft in its fleet. However, “We have
decided by the economics of the region.”
to keep refreshing the cabin,” Moore
XOJet’s mid- and super-midsize fleet
said. “We have to invest in the actual model will likely be maintained. “We
cabin experience.” He pointed to Vista certainly won’t go smaller,” Moore said.
Jet’s recently launched Wine Club. “We “Anything less than super-mid is a very
didn’t just decide one day [to start it]. tough place to make money.”
Over 80 percent of our clients had wine
Vista Global now has more than 1,000
as a hobby or passion. It’s important to
employees, hailing from over 50 nations. n
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Preparations are well underway for
the African Business Aviation Association’s regional conference, which will
take place in Nairobi, Kenya on January 28-30, 2019.
The event will be officially opened
by Gilbert Kibe, director general of the
Kenya Civil Aviation Authority, and will
be attended by African jet and turboprop aircraft operators and international aviation service providers and
suppliers, according to AfBAA chairman, Nick Fadugba.
He added that a key component of
the conference will be the AfBAA Aviation Safety Seminar sponsored by Bombardier, aimed at enhancing aviation
safety in Africa. In addition, “for the
first time ever, AfBAA will explore the
challenges and opportunities in both
Africa’s business and general aviation
industries and the synergies that exist.”
“We are pleased with the positive
response by the African and international aviation industry to this new
initiative in Kenya,” Fadugba told AIN.
“AfBAA is fully committed to serving the
needs of its members throughout the
continent, as well as to seeking the
support of African governments and
civil aviation authorities for business
and general aviation in Africa.” He
added that the key challenges facing
AfBAA today are to grow its membership in Africa, providing added-value
services to its members, and to
become financially sustainable.
The association has gone through
a significant leadership transition this
year with the appointment in May of
Fadugba as chairman and National Airways Corporation executive J.P Fourie
as vice-chairman, and the end of the sixyear tenure of former executive director
Rady Fahmy in November. “A new executive director will be appointed as soon
as possible,” said Fadugba, adding,
“The MEBAA 2018 show in Dubai has provided AfBAA with a valuable opportunity
to keep abreast of international industry
trends and to meet existing and potential new members.”
Fadugba also praised Ali Alnaqbi,
founder and chairman of MEBAA, for
his vision and leadership as well as
for extending a hand of friendship and
co-operation to the new leadership
team of AfBAA. “We look forward to a
mutually beneficial dialogue between
MEBAA and AfBAA and to positive
results,” Fadugba concluded.
I.S.
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Dubai and Gulf business
aviation developing rapidly
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Much debate has taken place about the
extent of the transfer of business aviation activity from Dubai International Airport (DXB) to Al Maktoum International
(DWC). Opinions vary over the extent
Holger
to which current movements are taking
Ostheimer,
place at DWC, where 60 percent of activmanaging
ity is often said to be taking place, comdirector,
pared to the 40 percent of flights at DXB.
DC Aviation
“I don’t think that is the current situaAl-Futtaim
tion,” said MEBAA chairman Ali Alnaqbi.
“I think [business aviation] movements
at DWC are now much greater than DXB.
I was expecting less than 10 percent [at
DXB, after the move]. Unfortunately,
when Emirates [Airline] released more
slots for us, the percentage went back up.
I think it is 20 to 25 percent at DXB versus
DWC [at the moment]. Our plan is to go
to DWC and I am always going to push for
[this solution]. A separation of operations
doesn’t really help very much. It is better
to operate from one place.”
He added that business aircraft slots
are still available at DXB. “People can still
fly from DXB rather than going to DWC.
That has had a positive influence, in our
view. But as an association, we would like
everyone to operate from one place.”
Standalone FBOs are now operated
at DWC by DC Aviation Al-Futtaim and being redirected to DWC. We have no
ExecuJet, while Jetex Flight Support, Jet official source of data for flight activity in
Aviation, and Falcon Aviation share the DXB but believe it is probably around the
facilities at the VIP terminal. ExecuJet 60-40 ratio [DWC-DXB]. We are reasonand Jet Aviation still operate FBO-MRO ably comfortable with the numbers that
services at DXB, but insiders suggest we see at the moment.”
these operations could terminate by 2020.
“It has been relatively successful,” said
“It depends on slots, but we see 60 per- Catherine Buchanan, chief commercial
cent of movements in DWC and 40 per- officer at Vertis Aviation. “Initially, I was
cent in DXB,” Adel Mardini, president skeptical, because of the location. But the
and CEO of Jetex Flight Support, told majority of clients appears happy to go to
AIN. “By the end of 2020, we expect 95 DWC. Even though the airport is slotted,
percent of movements to be at DWC and obtaining slots is never an issue, unlike
5 percent at DXB. The slot restrictions are DXB. The facilities are fantastic. It has
becoming more difficult [at DXB].”
been quite successful.
He said that the Jetex FBO at the VIP
“Five FBOs are absolutely enough,”
terminal is attracting good clientele. “All Buchanan continued. “We have clients
the major aircraft operators in Europe use who choose different facilities with differus: NetJets, VistaJet, Global Jet, and TAG ent attributes. It is completely dependent
Aviation are all our customers. In addition, on the client. One of the FBOs would be
locally, Empire Aviation Group are one of more tailored to the Arab clientele, while
our customers. We have the biggest share
another, with a ‘Western’ interior, would
of the international market here. As for be more suitable for European clients.”
Abu Dhabi, anyone who goes to Al Bateen
“We only have two aircraft still operating
will not come to Dubai.”
at DXB,” Paras Dhamecha, executive direcDC Aviation Al-Futtaim (DCAF) is
tor at Empire Aviation Group, told AIN.
another FBO operator closely monitoring “Traffic flow to DWC has become a little
the situation. “What I see is that the summer easier now and there is a lot less congestion
has been very quiet,” said managing direc- in the air at the airport. The customers have
tor, Holger Ostheimer. “I wish the migration no issue to be there. We had one aircraft
would continue to close the gap from what owner who decided not to go to DWC but
was indicated some time ago. According to
preferred to go to Sharjah, closer to where
information we have, DXB is increasing its he was physically located. When you have
airline capacity, certainly towards 2020.
customers going in and out of Abu Dhabi,
“That being the case, we certainly see they will use Al Bateen. It’s a good airport.
more and more business jet operations Being in the management business, most

What I see is that
the summer has
been very quiet ... I
wish the migration
would continue to
close the gap from
what was indicated
some time ago.
According to information we have, DXB
is increasing its airline
capacity, certainly
towards 2020.”
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of our owners are in and around the bigger
cities, and there are several individual aircraft owners in Abu Dhabi.”
“In terms of volume, [the Gulf] is quite
a small market still. In terms of [aircraft]
value, it’s a significant market,” said Oliver
Tebbit, a partner at law firm Watson, Farley and Williams. “It’s more stable than flat.
It’s not particularly bullish right now. Deals
are definitely getting done and some big
new aircraft are being delivered into this
region. There is also some fleet renewal
going on. Are absolute numbers going up?
Probably not. Are values going up particularly? Overall, I don’t think so,” said Tebbit.
“We are seeing some people who are getting their first new aircraft. I think there is
a bit of growth, but there are still people
selling aircraft and not replacing them. I
think there is some potential growth in
the market, but it’s still quite small.”
Tebbit remains guarded on the UAE
outlook. “I think people are quite cautious about saying anything too optimistic
because the realities of the market haven’t
been able to support much optimism for
a while. Gama Aviation is building a new
hangar at Sharjah Airport. DC Aviation
Al-Futtaim has just opened its second
hangar at DWC. Falcon Aviation is opening a new FBO at DWC,” he said.
“These operations are run sensibly,
investing and growing. But it is not dramatic and the pool of aircraft owners is
quite small, even if people are occasionally joining it. Families generally prefer
to continue to travel privately once they
have started doing so, but it’s not always
the case that they continue to use an
aircraft enough to justify full ownership
rather than chartering aircraft when they
need to travel.”
Dubai South’s support for the growth
of business aviation facilities has been
praised by industry participants. “We
are very happy with them. Dubai South
is not a landlord, they are a partner,” said

Mardini. “They are always open to new
ideas. Their target is to build more awareness of this airport and about general aviation here. In Dubai and the UAE, there
are still many people who have no idea
what’s going on here [at DWC].”
“We believe from Dubai South that
there are plans to build several more hangars,” said Dhamecha. “There is some talk
about having an aviation-related business
park. There is an advantage to being close
to new aircraft and new operators and it is
a lot more convenient when you are right
there. I think ultimately we are going to
move there. With the right official support, we’d seriously consider it.”
“Dubai South plays a very significant
role in promoting the type of business
we are in,” said Ostheimer. “Speaking to
the relevant government entities, there
have been very useful discussions, and
these discussions very clearly addressed
what we would expect or would like the
[authorities] to adjust.”
“Qatar Executive serves the royal family
[at Dubai South], although it used to be
separate and standalone,” said Vertis Aviation’s Buchanan. “Qatar Executive and
Qatar Airways have all become one entity.
I don’t know too much about Kuwait, as
they don’t do too much charter. It’s the
same in Bahrain. The Omanis have their
own presidential flight [operation]. The
main Emiri flight countries are Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, and the UAE.”
Buchanan also noted, “There are more
government delegations that charter in
the Middle East than in Europe. I think
European governments tend to have their
own fleets. That is also the case here in
the Middle East, but they don’t seem to
utilize the aircraft as much. There is much
more third-party charter. Often, royal
families here are considerably larger. So,
the third cousin is allowed to charter, but
has no access to the main fleet, only to
charter hours,” she pointed out.
n

Argos gives bizav an Italian welcome
Placing a special emphasis on catering,
Italy’s Argos VIP Private Handling is showcasing at MEBAA 2018 its network of 14 the company views onboard dining as
facilities and the services it provides at “an essential aspect of a successful flight,”
each. The nation’s largest chain, its FBOs and in addition to ensuring the quality of
span the length of the country, from Pal- the food, observes strict rules on hygiene
ermo in the south to Venice and Treviso and supplier traceability, as its hazard
in the north, and include Rome, Milan, analysis and critical control points certifiNaples, and Cagliari.
cation attests.
Argos (Booth 684) can provide flight
Led by CEO Loris di Filippo, the comsupport services including short-time per- pany credits its growth to experience
mits, slots, overflight, visas, and customs combined with complex research on
procedures assistance. The company can
innovation. For example, Argos utilizes
also coordinate with any local provider to the FlyUp platform to provide transpararrange handling, fuel, catering, transpor- ent accounting, creating and updating
tation, hotels, and other customer needs, invoices in real time from request until
ensuring seamless service even if using
payment. FlyUp also provides fast conother airports along the route. Argos firmation of services required, including
also supports international civil aviation ground transportation, fuel, hotels, and
authority accreditation for customers catering, along with calculated price
requiring such approval.
quotations.
J.W.
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After pause, region expects bizav growth
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Saudi Arabia is the biggest market for
business aviation activity in the Gulf
Cooperation Council, accounting for
some 148 units, or 45 percent of the 330
aircraft based in the region, including 17
ACJs, 33 BBJs, and 31 Gulfstreams, according to data provided to AIN by JetNet
Evolution. This is despite the fact that
a November 2017 anti-corruption drive,
which was also seen as a bid by Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman to consolidate power, chilled business jet activity
there over the past 12 months.
“We have to admit, we faced a challenge,
especially at the end of last year, when
Saudi Arabia [had] problems,” said MEBAA
chairman Ali Alnaqbi. “Saudi Arabia leads
the [regional] market in business aviation.
There were a lot of aircraft on the ground
[there]. They were not allowed to fly due
to political circumstances. That has been
solved. The movement has picked up in
the second and third quarters of this year.
Definitely, we can see that happening this
quarter as well.”
The General Authority for Civil Aviation (GACA) continues to improve
oversight of jets by mandating that they
be registered on a GACA Air Operator
Certificate (AOC) under Part 121 Special
Unscheduled (SU) (previously known as
GACA Part 135) for commercial (charter)
operations, or on a GACA Operator Certificate (OC) for non-commercial (private) operations in the Kingdom.
The recent GACA in-kingdom registration initiative is likely to be a success, said
Yosef Hafiz, NasJet v-p of sales and marketing, commercial. “GACA set a deadline [for all aircraft in the kingdom to add
their aircraft onto a GACA AOC or OC].
They announced these rules in the first
quarter of 2016 and gave everyone two
years to digest them and comply. It is very
simple: they want everybody that has an
aircraft based in Saudi Arabia to be under
an AOC for charter-on-demand [GACA
Regulation Part 121SU], or an operator
certificate for non-commercial private
individuals [GACAR Part 125],” he said.
AIN understands that GACAR Part 125
is equivalent to U.S. Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 91 and 125. “The OC
is for non-commercial private individuals
and is used by the owner to manage—or
have someone manage for them—an aircraft when that person does not have certification with GACA, internal or external,
outside the individual or company.”

year-round in Saudi Arabia, but based outside. GACA had no oversight over [them].
It has signed bilateral agreements with
many of [the international] registries
in order to better control the situation
through oversight of the aircraft in Saudi
Arabia,” he said.
“[Owners will have to operate] under
a Saudi AOC. We have seen Saudi traffic
come back through Dubai. Some of the
operators or owners that were not flying for
many months are now starting to fly. For
whatever reason, I would think it is because
the heat from the anti-corruption cleanout
has slowed down, so it’s safe to fly again.
“We want them to fly again,” Mike Berry,
executive vice president, aviation services,
Luxaviation Group, told AIN. “We’ll measure [Saudi bizjet activity] when we are getting a similar number of movements from
operators. Yes, some of the guys have been
keeping their heads down. I think, similar
to what happened in the U.S. [a decade ago]
when the [automobile] guys arrived to meet
the government in their private jets and got
blasted for it, so I think it’s the same soft
impact here. They stay low, let things cool
down, and then they start flying.”

“[It is an interesting question] whether
the authorities could open up the option
to lease land to potential investors on a
long-term lease. How would investment
in hangars be done? How would building
work? Would the authorities share revenues, or what would be the lease-rental
fee? Hangarage is a big taboo thing here.
Everybody wants it, but there is nowhere
to put an aircraft into a hangar,” said Hafiz.
“There are very few hangars available
in Saudi,” said Berry. “I don’t know if it’s
[a question of sufficient] investment. I
have no idea why. There should be more
hangars for the number of aircraft in
the country. It is very surprising. I think
people are trying to look to the future on
hangarage. Saudi has still generally got a
very old, aging fleet. I think when a lot of
those aircraft get upgraded there will be
a bigger demand for hangarage that could
drive decision-making.”
“There is a huge gap in the market in
Jeddah for more FBO support, hangarage,
and local aircraft management options,”
Oliver Tebbit, a partner at Watson, Farley,
and Williams, Dubai, told AIN.

Lack of Hangarage

‘Lower Movements’

“At the moment, we have stability,” said
Apparently referring to the lack of han- Ahmad Abu Ghazaleh, general manager
garage and other facilities, Alnaqbi said at Arab Wings in Jordan. “Growth is
that due to “serious issues,” several air- very much checked. What happened in
craft had moved from bases in Saudi Ara- Saudi Arabia and in general, has resulted
bia to Dubai.
in lower movements than usual in the

region. There is probably an uptick in
used aircraft sales. More used aircraft
are being considered for purchase at
the moment, while the new aircraft market is very slow. I am talking about the
entire Middle East region, not just the
Levant. While new aircraft are exciting
for the region, now fewer people are trying to buy that size as opposed to buying
used aircraft.”
“We are watching developments in
Saudi Arabia, and are confident that
flight activity will pick up in the coming
months,” said Holger Ostheimer, managing director of DC Aviation Al-Futtaim.
He said the company is seeking Saudi
operators looking to base aircraft in
Dubai for MRO.
“It continues to be part of our due diligence, making sure that we keep in contact with regional stakeholders,” he said.
“Operators in Saudi are definitely one of
them. Fleet sizes in other GCC countries
are not as big as in Saudi Arabia and the
UAE. Oman, Kuwait, and Bahrain are definitely other targets we are reaching out
to in order to expand our maintenance
activity and other service areas including
aircraft management, chartering as well
as ground-handling services.”
“We are very committed to Saudi Arabia,” said Stephen Chance, counsel at
Clifford Chance in Abu Dhabi. “The aviation market is exciting, and the market
is changing. We continue to be excited by
the 2030 Vision and what that could mean
for the aviation sector. We have seen
an increasing number of queries about
financing aircraft in the kingdom. It is a
moving and growing market.”
n

Deadline Shift
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The initial deadline was March 31, but
GACA extended that by nine months to
December 31, to give people more time to
digest the new regulations, Hafiz said.
He explained the problem from GACA’s
point of view. “They want to streamline the situation. They want to monitor
aircraft. All these aircraft were sitting

Something old, some planes new
With the now-retired DXB air traffic control tower in the background, two leading business jets are shown being prepared for the opening
of MEBAA 2018. The Gulfstream G650ER on the left is its manufacturer’s flagship while the Falcon 8X occupies the same role for Dassault.
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Krimson wins Ethiopian
support permit |

by Peter Shaw-Smith

Krimson, the Ethiopia-based aviation services company, has won
one of a first batch of new business aviation licenses to be issued
by the Ethiopian Civil Aviation
Authority (ECAA). New permits
have been created to encourage
fair processing of flight permits
and ground handling services
by operators or agents, with the
aim of improving local aviation
industry standards to support
the country’s vibrant and growing aviation sector.
The license is required for any
business that handles any part
of the flight support portfolio,
including processing of landing
permits, immigration, travel and
hotel accommodation, and any
other service that facilities aviation activity.

brokerage, and other services within Ethiopia and throughout East Africa to commercial airlines, business aviation operators,
trip planning companies, and others.

“We work with companies from all across
the globe,” he said, “but most recently have
seen a dramatic increase in clients from the
Middle East who are signing us up as their
East African representative,” he said. “They
recognize the value of working with a local
company that understands the regulatory,
cultural, and business nuances. It makes
their operations more efficient and gives
their passengers a better experience.” n

Dawit Lemma,
Krimson
managing
director and
founder

International Standards

Krimson provided evidence to
substantiate its professional experience, employee suitability, financial sustainability, active sector
knowledge, and technical understanding of the norms required
to operate in the civil aviation
space. “Only a limited number
of licenses have been made available to ensure that the holders
consistently deliver the certified
standards which are comparable
to accepted ICAO service levels,”
said Krimson, which is based
at Bole International Airport in
Addis Ababa.
“After four years of operations [this] demonstrates that
we have the necessary competencies, internal knowledge,
and professionalism to enable
civil aviation in Ethiopia,” said
Krimson managing director and
founder, Dawit Lemma. “Holding the license will give our
growing international customer
base continued confidence that
they are working with an African
company that has adopted international standards.”
The company provides flight
support, ground handling, charter
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Arab hospitality is making
a global name for itself
by Peter Shaw-Smith
It has become almost a cliché: a U.S.based Jewish film critic wonders if he
need fear for his life in traveling to the
heart of the Arab world to accept an invitation to the Dubai International Film
Festival, only to write a glowing review
on returning home about Arab hospitality, luxury, and attention to detail.
Although pockets of luxury to cater
to the highest levels of government and
ultra-high-net-worth travelers can be
found all over the world, the evidence
supports a trend where Arab aviationassociated businesses are making a name
for themselves worldwide for their high
standards. The roll-out of FBO products
with Arab DNA in the U.S. and Europe has
become a noticeable development.
The idea of Arabs as arbiters of taste
may appear far-fetched, but in a culture
where the first expression you learn is
“beiti beitak,” Arabic for “my home is your
home,” the attention to hospitality in the
Middle East cannot be overlooked.
“FBO creation [outside the region]
depends on the culture of the people,
and how you convince them [of its value].
Most of them don’t believe in the level of
luxury we want to bring in. The attitude is
often: ‘No need to spoil them!’” Adel Mardini, president and CEO of Jetex Flight
Support (Booth 400), told AIN.
Dubai-based UAS International Trip
Support (Booth 500) is making a name for
itself in China. FBO development, especially in Asia-Pacific and Greater China,
is benefitting. “Our China operations
team has had a year of great success with
the expansion of our team [a result] of a
growing demand for UAS solutions in this
market,” executive president Mohammed
Husary told AIN.
“There is still much development
needed. Because of a lack of competition
in some areas of the Asia-Pacific region,
many airports only have one FBO that is
operated by the airport itself. This results

in lower standards and lack of competitive pricing,” he continued.
The perception can be that quality
is inferior in China compared to other
regions worldwide. “However, general
aviation is gradually coming to be considered as a separate field in aviation, as most
stations—particularly in China—are so
accustomed to handling scheduled operations. Infrastructure in Greater China is Adel Mardini started out driving business jet crews from their airplanes to the terminal. Now
already at its limit, as the overall growth
president and CEO of Jetex Flight Support, he credits his early experience for his success.
in all types of aviation outperforms the
infrastructural development,” he said.
regarded as a cost-effective business I flew on the new Emirates first-class
The sweeping design of the interiors of driver than a luxury for the select few.
cabin designed by Mercedes to Geneva,
Jetex Flight Support’s FBOs has become
“I don’t want to be [too closely] asso- and it was amazing. You have a stand-up,
a hallmark of the company’s increasingly ciated with luxury. Business aviation is a big, wide cabin. You can close it. It’s your
global commitment to high standards, business tool [with the goal of improving] own suite up to the ceiling,” he said.
prompting the question of whether the profitability. We are always there when
Oliver Tebbit, partner, Watson, Farcompany employs a single set of design the community needs us. We are more of ley and Williams, Dubai, agrees that the
architects. In dispelling this notion, Mar- a business tool than a luxury. We are [two- quality of scheduled carriers’ services is
dini did say that a unified theme was
thirds] a business tool. [That comes first].” undercutting bizjet charter. “There’s a
important. “In Marrakech, we recruited
bit of truth in that. Going into Riyadh on
a new local company. In Dubai, we
Bizav’s First-class Competition
Emirates, I have seen family groups that
recruited a local company. But the theme Paradoxically, the Arab penchant for lux- could probably travel privately if they
is one, because of our understanding of ury has come back to bite the region’s
wanted to. Some routes are so frequently
the customer,” he said.
business aviation community. For VVIP served by the scheduled airlines that the
AIN quizzed Mardini on the costs of travelers, first-class scheduled service benefit of flexibility that private aviation
building FBOs and the ways in which is another option increasing pressure to offers is less relevant.”
Jetex drives its expansion. He said bud- price services attractively. Emirates first
“That’s the old story we try to sell: the
gets varied depending on location and class has become a byword for extrava- efficiency and time-saving of a business
culture. “It depends on where and how gance and is available on most flights. Its jet against the cost of a first-class ticket.
[we create FBOs]. It starts from $1 million “game-changer” first class suite debuted I think people have come to realize the
and goes up to $10 million. It depends on on the Vienna route on November 5.
cost of running and owning a business jet
the location and the site,” he said.
“Emirates’s products and services across
and look at first class and say: ‘You know
Ali Alnaqbi, MEBAA’s founding and cabin classes are continually improved what, it’s not a bad option,’” Mike Berry,
executive chairman, agreed that Arab lux- and enhanced following feedback from executive vice president, aviation services,
ury has become a marketable product and customers. The airline pioneered the Luxaviation Group, told AIN.
that the Middle East concept of hospital- private-suite concept on commercial
Fahad Aljarboa, acting CEO at Saudia Priity sells well around the world.
flights in 2003, establishing a new stan- vate Aviation, commented ruefully on the
“Maybe [Arab hospitality] has a future dard for first-class travel,” Emirates said.
success of regional scheduled competitors,
when it comes to services. On the other
It was UAS’s Husary who alerted AIN such as Etihad and Qatar Airways, whose
hand, other markets are working very to the trend earlier this year. “Out of first-class products have proved extremely
hard here in the region in promoting Dubai, [growing the business is now] successful with premium travelers.
their products. The pressure is on when
unlikely to happen because Emirates has
“I go back to the economics. When you
it comes to expertise,” he told AIN. But, such a unique cabin. It’s not easy to dis- have airlines investing in first-class suites,
in his opinion, it is more important for tinguish [their services] from private jets. top-class services, they are just raising the
Middle East business aviation to be Sometimes they are even more luxurious. bar. There is a big gap in the cost to operate. Why would somebody fly on a private
jet when the main line is offering a product that is so superior at a fraction of the
cost?” he said.
Catherine Buchanan, chief commercial
officer at Vertis Aviation in Dubai, said
began their journey in Geneva last month,
“Dubai Airports is an enthusiastic advothat Emirates is not necessarily understopped at MEBAA to connect with local
cate for the rights and inclusion of people
mining her company’s business.
officials and the media and will also attend of determination in society,” said Essa Al
“Our clients are probably more discerning.
the Lions Club International’s Constitutional Shamsi, v-p of terminal operations at Dubai
Major clients are not just looking at suites,
Area Forum in Dubai, which is bringing Airport. “We are proud to be associated
seats, and facilities, but also looking to dictogether 3,000 delegates from Africa, the
with this worthy cause and salute these
tate schedules or to get somewhere remote.
Middle East, and Asian sub-continent.
pilots for their skill and commitment to this
Predominantly, [if not cost-wise], the marIn addition to raising awareness of the important mission.”
ket consists of larger groups of travelers,
importance of inclusiveness, the Handiflight
Handiflight’s all-volunteer support staff are
who have to go on routes not necessarily
Around the World project, organized by former members of the Solar Impulse project,
served by Emirates, such as a quick turnLions Club International, aims to raise funds which successfully circumnavigated the Earth
around to Europe, or to do a meeting and
for the non-profit Humanity and Inclusion.
with a solar-powered aircraft.
J.W.
head straight back, or then to Africa. They
need far more flexibility,” she told AIN. n

Disabled Aviators Spotlight Inclusion at MEBAA
Dubai Airports, ExecuJet, and Lions Clubs
International are welcoming at MEBAA 2018
a pair of disabled aviators circumnavigating
the earth to promote the inclusion of people
with disabilities in society.
Under the banner of the Handiflight association, pilots Mike Lomberg and Guillaume
Feral, who both use wheelchairs, are flying
some 50,000 miles (80,000 km) over nine
months in their two Flight Design CTLS
single-engine aircraft, crossing 40 countries and six continents. The two pilots, who
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Global Space
Congress preps
for 2019 launch

Bell Helicopter’s 505 Jet Ranger X is a light single certified by the FAA in 2017. The company delivered its 100th example in June 2018.

Helo makers see continued regional demand
by Mark Huber
in the UAE, the Airbus Helicopters customer center in Saudi Arabia, and authorized service centers at Falcon Aviation
Services (UAE) and regional distributors
including Global Aerospace Logistics and
AMMROC in Abu Dhabi.
Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACH)
is making its first appearance at MEBAA
this year and is displaying a new ACH145
medium twin Mercedes-Benz Style interior. “As the first time ACH exhibits at
MEBAA, we wish to demonstrate what
sets ACH apart in private and business
aviation, especially considering the
importance of the Middle East market
in this segment,” said Frederic Lemos,
head of ACH. “The cabin model of the
ACH145 Mercedes Benz Style, part of our
ACH Editions offering, provides a brilliant
example of the style and quality standards
ACH has to offer.”

DAVID McINTOSH

Both Airbus Helicopters and Bell are displaying at this year’s MEBAA show. It will
be the Airbus helicopter division’s first
time at the event.
More than 650 Airbus helicopters are
flying throughout the Gulf region with
military and civil operators. The company is set on expanding its footprint in
the region by teaming with local partners
to offer MRO services, opening a technical office in Pakistan, and developing a
regional industrial base through partners
and subsidiaries including Eurocopter
Kingdom Saudi Arabia and Airbus Helicopters Southern Africa. The latter supports 150 turbine helicopters operating
from 20 countries throughout the region.
The Pakistan office is part of the company’s “proximity strategy” for the region
and it joins a network including the
company technical representative office

Airbus Helicopters’ H145 twin is the latest iteration of the venerable MBB/Kawasaki BK 117.

Bell is displaying its model 429 twin
and 505 light single at the show, and this
the first appearance of a production 505
at MEBAA. Bell has some 800 aircraft
flying in the region. The 429 is owned by
EDIC Horizon flight training academy,
which is taking delivery of two 429s at
MEBAA. The aircraft will be used to train
military pilots.
The 505 is doing demonstration flights
throughout the region, and Bell expects
the model to sell well, particularly in
Africa. Worldwide more than 100 model
505s have been delivered and the fleet
has amassed more than 10,000 hours
of flight time. Bell is aiming to position
the 505 in Africa as the “military trainer
of choice” and to offer it for the emerging air-taxi market with entities such as
Helicity in locations including Dubai. The
Kuwait ministry of health also operates an
EMS-configured 429.
The Bell 407 single also continues to
sell well in the region, with recent new
sales to Caverton in Nigeria, Horizon
for training, and the Joint Aviation Command, UAE and Iraqi Army, which operate armed variants. In October the U.S.
State Department approved the sale of
five armed 407GX helicopters to Iraq in
a deal valued at $82.5 million. The 412
medium twin remains popular with parapublic operators, including the Abu Dhabi,
Dubai, and Sharjah police and the Dubai
Air Wing. The enhanced Subaru Bell 412
EPX was certified in July and is now available commercially.
Bell remains hopeful for the prospects
for the in-development 525 super-medium twin in the Middle East, particularly
for royal flight operations. Testing of the
525 continues with an aim for certification
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Not all the exhibitors at MEBAA 2018
are highlighting business aviation aircraft and related services. The Global
Space Congress (GSC, Booth 896/P3)
in Abu Dhabi March 19-21, 2019, is
focused on the next frontier.
A strategic gathering of global
space industry leaders, GSC will bring
together more than 700 key space
agencies, commercial space companies, academia, and end users of
space services to evaluate the biggest opportunities in the space sector.
The gathering will also showcase new
applications for space technology that
will have a practical and lasting impact
on the development of the space sector in the Middle East and globally. Its
goal is to enable leaders to focus on
collaboration and core space and satellite technology strategies, yielding
global and regional economic benefits.
The GSC’s exhibition hall will feature national pavilions and displays
from space agencies showcasing
innovative, cost-effective strategies
for reaching and utilizing space. The
Start-Up Zone will include quick-fire
pitching sessions for innovators and
technology developers to connect
with venture capitalists. A full day
Young Space Leaders Forum with
inspirational role models from the
international space scene and future
leaders of the Emirati space program
is also on the agenda.
With MEBAA serving as a launch
pad, attendees can learn all the details
about GSC 2019 while also seeing all
the latest innovations in Middle East
business aviation.
J.W.
in 2019. Three test aircraft are currently
flying and a fourth will be added this year.
Recently completed tests includes cold
weather testing (-37 deg F) in Manitoba,
Canada; high/hot testing in Yuma, Arizona, up to 14,000 feet density altitude
and 120 deg F, a fuel system drop test
from 50 feet, and overall flight test hours
exceeding 1,000. Bell continues to expand
its service network in the region, most
recently adding Africair in Nairobi, Kenya.
The company also is launching certified
training facilities worldwide, the first
being Helideal in France.
Leonardo is also making progress in the
region. In July the company announced a
deal with helicopter lessor Milestone Aviation Group to provide up to 21 new AW139
intermediate twins to Saudi Aramco over
the next three years. Aramco has been
operating a fleet of 14 AW139s since 2008,
and seven AW109 light twins since 2006.
The new helicopters will be configured for
oil and gas and SAR operations.
n
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Sky Prime goes it alone in Saudi market
by Peter Shaw-Smith
As former stablemates being run by the
same entity, Alpha Star Aviation Services and Sky Prime Aviation Services
(Chalet A12) have enjoyed a prominent
role in Saudi Arabia’s private aviation
space, but this relationship is understood to have recently come to an end,
with the sale of Sky Prime, which is now
believed to be operating as a separate
entity. After a tenure as CEO, apparently
of both companies, of around four years,
Salem Al Muzaini left the company some
time ago.
New Alpha Star CEO, Abdulnasser M.
Al Kheraif, told AIN at the MEBAA Symposium in Jeddah September 4 that the

company’s mission was entirely devoted
to “government contracts,” and that he
was unable to reveal any details about
its work. He added that a number of
aircraft of former affiliate Sky Prime
had been sold to the government, and
that the company was now dealing with
private charter flights in the kingdom.
However, most of these missions are
understood to involve people close to
the government.
Without specifying total number of
fleet units, Alpha Star’s recently updated
website said its aircraft types included the
Airbus A320, the Hawker 900XP, and the
ATR 72-500. It said its lines of business

included aircraft management, air ambulance, and airport management.
“Alpha Star was formed in 2010 in
Riyadh and has obtained GACA Part 125,
Part 135 and Part 145 licenses, as well as
ISO certificates such as ISO9001: 2008 &
AS 9110B. Our team consists of dedicated
and experienced private aviation professionals. Every aircraft in our fleet has
been selected to suit a variety of needs,
[whether] you are chartering one of our
comfortable luxury aircraft or we are
managing your aircraft,” it said.
Also based in the Saudi capital, Riyadh,
Sky Prime offers a number of services,
including an “Owner Advantage Program,”

NasJet to focus on aircraft management
and our Hajj and Umrah operations—wet
leases of larger aircraft for mass movements of people from particular countries into Madinah and Jeddah—has been
taking place. There is a fourth handling
company, a joint venture with ExecuJet,
headquartered in Riyadh,” he said.
“NasJet Private Aviation has seen a
lot of restructuring. We have sold many
of the aircraft we owned. Sale of [our]
Hawker 750s has taken place, and we have
also returned three Gulfstream GIV-SPs
to CIT, from whom we were leasing them.

At NasJet, moving away from ownership
of aircraft was the objective, to focus on
revenues and profits. We want to refocus
more on charter and management.”
He said that NasJet’s ability to charter aircraft successfully would later lead
to new purchases from major OEMs like
Airbus, Bombardier, or Gulfstream, as
increases in charter revenue make ownership more cost-effective.
“There is a diversity to the types of
aircraft we manage and operate. They
include 11 fully managed; four MRO

DAVID McINTOSH

Saudi Arabia’s NasJet Private Aviation,
the business-jet unit of the Flynas Group,
has sold a number of aircraft and will concentrate on a new model focusing on aircraft management. Consolidation of the
group is well underway, Yosef F. Hafiz,
NasJet vice president of sales and marketing, commercial, told AIN.
“Flynas intends to conduct an IPO next
year. Over the past year, the consolidation
of all three primary companies in the NAS
Holding Group, Flynas, the airline, NasJet,
the private aviation side of the business,

From props to jets
With a splash of red and green, this Pilatus PC-12/47 operated by AMAC Aerospace holds its own even with all the jets flanking it on the MEBAA
2018 static display ramp. Pictured are a VIP-configured Boeing 787 Dreamliner, an Embraer Lineage 1000, Bombardier Challengers, and many more.
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charter, MRO and technical support,
ground handling, medevac, aviation project management and consultancy, and
executive services. According to its website,
its fleet includes 13 aircraft, four Airbuses,
including an A340-200 and an A330, seven
Gulfstreams, including four G450s, and an
Embraer Legacy 500 and Phenom 300.
A 2017 press release issued by Sky
Prime claimed it had a 70 percent share
of the Saudi private-aviation market, and
that it was the largest bizjet operator in
the Middle East, since its inception in
2016. “Now stepping strongly into its
second year of operation despite global
economic challenges, Sky Prime Private
Aviation reports a 40 percent growth in
charter flights size compared to 2016, as
well as 25 percent growth in flying hours
and 20 percent growth in Sky Prime elite
clientele,” it said.
n

managed; and four fully-owned aircraft,
for a total of 19 aircraft. The figure was 24
last year. We have sold the four Hawker
750s. We have 13 different types of aircraft
that we manage. That is the interesting
part, the diversity,” he said.
“The largest one is a Boeing 767 with
a VVIP configuration. The list continues
with a BBJ3, an ACJ318, a G650ER, a GV, a
number of G450s, a GIV-SP, some Legacy
600s, a Hawker 800XP, which is for sale,
a Falcon 2000, also for sale, a Citation
Excel, a number of Citation Bravo 550s,
and a de Havilland Twin-Otter DHC6,
which is a twin turboprop able to operate
to remote areas in the Empty Quarter.”
Hafiz conceded that less flying had
taken place in the kingdom in 2018. “We
have seen that. We are looking at our
budget for 2019. I have to forecast flying
hours for the aircraft we own. I looked
at data for this year to date, January to
September, and the forecast to year-end
indicates less flying. I would say by year’s
end it will have fallen 20 to 30 percent.”
He said Saudia Private Aviation is
moving away from its previous charter
model, which could provide additional
opportunities for NasJet. “They sold
two Falcon 7Xs recently and are moving
away from their previous charter on the
Falcons and Hawkers. They are focusing
more on the ground handling business in
Jeddah,” he said.
Hafiz said the lack of available hangar
space continues to make life difficult for
owners and operators. “This is a topic for
a lot of people internally. [Many] businessmen are interested in investing in it
in Jeddah and Riyadh. The only hangarage
that was available to us is no longer available. You do see business jets sitting in
the sun with no protection,” he said.
Hafiz was keen to stress NasJet’s new
message to the market. “With us, they will
meet all the [regulatory] requirements, and
can move around freely in Saudi Arabia, as
well as in and out. There are no compliance
issues with the regulations. I really feel we
need to do this community some good.” n

MEBAA conference highlights UAE’s bizav
by Peter Shaw-Smith
The MEBAA Conference opened December 10 at MEBAA 2018 in its new on-site
format, as senior Dubai aviation officials
and representatives of the aircraft manufacturers gave an update on the progress
of business aviation in the region and the
UAE’s role in these developments.
Keynote speaker Jamal Al Hai, deputy chairman, Dubai Airports, stressed
the contribution of aviation to Dubai’s
economy. “The aviation sector as a whole
contributed $26.7 billion to the Dubai
economy in 2013, or almost 27 percent
of Dubai’s GDP, and supported a total of
416,500 jobs. It is [forecast] to contribute
$88.1 billion or 45 percent of the Dubai
GDP by 2030.”
Al Hai said general aviation was an
important contributor to the aviation
sector and the growth of prosperity in
the UAE. “The UAE has over 147 private
aircraft of different types and sizes, providing businessmen with over 50,000
flights in 2017. This number is expected
to grow in the coming years, especially
with the launch of Expo 2020 and the
emerging role of the UAE in the international arena.”
The UAE ranks second in the Arab
world after Saudi Arabia in terms of private aircraft numbers, he said. “It has

Claudio Camelier (right), v-p sales, Middle East and Asia Pacific, Embraer Executive Jets,
alongside Khader Mattar (2nd r), v-p sales, MEA, Asia Pacific and China, Bombardier, and
Steve Cass, (2nd l) v-p, sales development and support, Gulfstream. Alan Peaford, (left),
editor-in-chief, Arabian Aerospace, acted as the conference’s master of ceremonies.
ten handling companies to serve private
aircraft owners, senior officials and businessmen, and five aircraft maintenance
companies, all of which provide unrivaled
service to this segment of travelers.”
Al Hai said the facilities at Dubai

International Airport (DXB) and Al
Maktoum International Airport (DWC)
match international standards, and he
underscored the fact that the Dubai
Civil Aviation Authority now grants
landing permits for private aircraft in 30

minutes and is working to reduce this to
15 minutes by adopting the best smart
solutions. “In comparison, the issuance
of similar permits takes much longer in
other cities. In some cases it can take
days,” he said.
Information from data provider WingX
showed that in the seven months to October 2018, Bombardier aircraft saw 40
percent of UAE business jet departures,
Gulfstream 24 percent, and Dassault 13.
Top destinations for UAE business jet
travelers were Turkey, with 2,576 flights;
the UK, with 2,449; France, 1,968; Russia, 1,687; and Greece, 1,603 flights over
the same period. The UAE saw a total of
18,684 flights during the seven months,
reflecting a fall in year-on-year growth of
2.3 percent.
During the conference, an OEM panel
discussed the prospects for aircraft sales
in the region, and members agreed that
the facilities in Dubai lead the way, but
that there is a need for smaller airports
dedicated to business aviation, along the
lines of the model of Al Bateen Executive
Airport in Abu Dhabi.
“We see the model evolving out of the
region,” said Khader Mattar, Bombardier’s vice president of sales for Middle
East and Africa. “I would love to see
more smaller airports in the Middle East
because we have a lot of smaller facilities
that are not being utilized. If [the authorities] look at that, that would be a very
good investment for the future.”
n

Fireblade Aviation offers
private gateway to Africa
by Ian Sheppard
Quality FBOs are still a rare sight in on the private and corporate aviation map
Africa but there is a small but growing list for world travelers, according to Johnny
of exceptions, one of which is Fireblade Laing, director of operations.
Aviation at Johannesburg’s O.R. Tambo
Fireblade offers a dedicated private
International Airport. The FBO was estab- apron, private fueling facilities, hangarage,
lished as an Oppenheimer family-owned
and tailored services such as catering,
company in 2014, offering a new well- prayer facilities, and luxury spa services.
equipped luxury FBO with large hangar “A seven-star VlP terminal is on offer with
and various aircraft charter and support small nuances like day rooms, el fresco
services as well.
kitchen offerings, an exercise room, pri“The project was developed by father vate staterooms, and boardrooms,” said
and son, Nicky and Jonathan Oppen- the company.
Laing noted that Fireblade is far more
heimer,” the company told AIN. “The
Oppenheimer family has a long history than an FBO, offering a fleet of charter airwith aviation dating back to 1936.”
craft that includes two Pilatus PC-12NGs,
a Bombardier Challenger 350 and Global
World-Class
6000, and a Leonardo AWl39 and AW119.
Fireblade claims to have “a state-of-the“A new and enhanced addition to the
art campus equipped with a primary pas- transport fleet will be added towards the
senger and crew facility along with two latter part of 2019,” said Laing. The facillarge hangars that will answer the wants ity recently hosted a corporate Boeing
of just about any corporate aircraft or 767, illustrating to Middle East custominternational trip support companies.” ers, who often operate such large aircraft,
This year, Fireblade added customs, that Fireblade is more than capable of
immigration, and quarantine capabilities, handling large aircraft and VVIP travelers.
after a long wait for authorization by the
Laing said that since opening in 2014,
South African authorities, and it is now more than 14,000 aircraft movements

Fireblade’s director of operations Johnny Laing (l) with the company’s general manager Bjorn Ischner.
have successfully been processed through
Fireblade’s facilities, of which more than
800 have been “high-profile international
guests.”
“These facilities are making a considerable economic contribution to establishing South Africa as a premier business
and leisure destination and provide ease
of access to many tourist destinations in
South Africa and further into the African content,” said Bjorn Ischner, general
manager of Fireblade Aviation.
On October 30 the Oppenheimer family had to fiercely defend Fireblade at a
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briefing to the South African parliament’s
home affairs committee, which was disrupted by parties who misconceived
Fireblade as a facility only for the Oppenheimer family. Jonathan Oppenheimer
said his family’s use only accounted for 5
percent of movements.
Last year Fireblade won a High Court
battle against a government minister who
had for two years not honored an agreement for CIQ to be allowed at its facility.
The 150 million Rand ($10 million) facility is built on land leased from aerospace
company Denel.
n
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IJM MENA’s synergy focused on Bahrain

important, but we go to the MROs and sell
our space to them because MROs have limited capacity; real estate is not always available. We have that real estate capability.”
The company is mainly targeting markets that deal in larger aircraft, particularly Airbus A320s and Boeing 737s, which
also include important ACJ and BBJ components, as well as the private jets made
by other OEMs, including Bombardier’s
Challenger and Global jets.

Juman said that MENA Aerospace’s MRO
capability could also help with managing
requirements for business jets such as ACJs
and BBJs. “The plan that we have looks at 15
percent being on the bizjet side, [with the
rest commercial airlines],” he said.
The third part of the business is MENA
Aerospace’s work on trading spare parts.
“That is more on a global scale,” Juman
said. “Not only do we have the contacts,
but we also have the financing capability.”
MENA Aerospace’s fourth division concentrates on real estate.
As a neighbor of Saudi Arabia, located
on the doorstep of Dammam, the home
of one of the top-four Saudi airports,
MENA Aerospace is set to contribute to
that market too. “Bahrain is well-placed
to understand the nuances of the current
situation with business aviation in the
kingdom,” he said.
As the dearth of hangarage comes into
focus there, Juman is looking to respond
to the demand for new facilities. “There
are opportunities. If you have the right
model, it will work,” he said.
The company also said a recent restructuring embraced a strategy of developing
a versatile platform for engineering and
avionics services in the region, but also
targeting the global market.
Among MENA Aerospace’s top officials,
Omar Matar is general manager for the
IJM MENA joint venture, Anil Kumar general manager of trading and real estate,
while Mike Hughes serves as chief of technical operations at MENA Technics. n

including sales of a Gulfstream GIVSP
and a Falcon 7X from Saudia Private Aviation, the third 7X from the Saudia fleet
that the company has sold.
Also with the Boutsen team at MEBAA
are Timothée Marcie, v-p of sales, who
has been instrumental in developing

the China market for the company;
Atiesh Mishra (Southeast Asia market);
and Karim Hijazi (Middle East market).
According to the company, “The entire
team is looking forward to the week
ahead, and to creating new opportunities
and networks in the region.”
n

by Peter Shaw-Smith
MENA Aerospace, the Bahrain-based air- said Juman. “However, there are steps
craft management and charter services
being taken by the Bahrain Airport Comcompany, is looking to improve MRO pro- pany and the Bahrain Civil Aviation
vision to the Middle East business jet and Authority to develop the sector by procommercial airliner fleet, as its hangarage viding common-use offerings such as terand technical know-how are put into the minals and handling partners.”
service of the industry.
Minister of Transport Kamal Ahmed
The company’s main business line is
announced plans to set up a new general
the aircraft management and charter aviation terminal at Bahrain International
business in association with international Airport at Bahrain’s airshow in November.
partner Austria-based International Jet
Juman’s other primary focus is contribManagement. The companies have set up
uting to meeting demand for the growing
a Bahrain-based joint venture, IJM MENA, MRO requirements for business jets in
which operates under a Bahrain AOC.
the region and also for commercial airIJM MENA offers aircraft management liners. Juman believes that the MENA
services and VVIP and corporate business Technics subsidiary can skim extra work
jet charter. “The company is setting a new from the growing market due to the sheer
standard in private business aviation, demand for maintenance in the region.
combining the unrivaled regional pres“Our MRO is going to be a little bit
ence and experience of MENA Aerospace different [compared] to others,” he said.
with IJM’s in-depth industry knowledge “We want to develop it as a platform where
and expertise,” said Mohammed Juman, service providers or aircraft owners can
managing director of MENA Aerospace.
come in and have the services we offer
MENA Aerospace said it has “five years
on this platform made available to them.
of experience in managing private jet air- What I am trying to be is complementary
craft under our own AOC; seven years in
to MROs so that they can continue to
installation of airport security and sur- offer that service, using us as a platform.
veillance systems; and ten years in aircraft
“We have the capabilities and the assets
and helicopter upgrades and modifica- required. We do MRO services but we do
tions. The company runs the first private not go and compete with the MROs for
hangar built in the region.”
the bigger contracts. We will never be able
“Business aviation in Bahrain is limited,” to do that. The smaller owners are very

Mohammed
Juman,
managing
director
of MENA
Aerospace

Bahrain is
well-placed
to understand
the nuances of the
current situation with
business aviation in
the kingdom.”

Boutsen
offers VVIP
ACJ319
to MEBAA
attendees
by James Wynbrandt
Monaco-based aircraft brokerage Boutsen Aviation is representing at MEBAA
2018 the ACJ319 executive airliner on
static display, shown in collaboration
with Airbus and now available for sale.
This marks the first executive airliner
Boutsen, which recently notched its
365th aircraft transaction, has presented
at MEBAA.
“We are currently expanding our presence in the Middle East market,” said
company founder and chairman Thierry
Boutsen. “Having such a substantial aircraft on display for this event is a solid
step towards our goals in this market.”
The ACJ319 is currently operated by
UK-based Acropolis Aviation, which will
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replace the aircraft with an ACJ320neo,
the first of the next generation ACJs
delivered and slated to enter service in
the fourth quarter of 2019.
The MEBAA showing comes on
the heels of several recent regional
transactions Boutsen has concluded,
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Join over 25,000 industry professionals for the most important three days of business aviation,
with 1,100 exhibitors, 2 static displays of aircraft – one inside the exhibit hall and the other outside
at Henderson Executive Airport, and more than 50 education opportunities. Save the date and visit
the NBAA-BACE website to learn more.

www.nbaa.org/2019

IBAC highlights industry
standards outreach efforts
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North America, there is lots of room for
the large aircraft. But complacency can
sometimes be an issue, as a result. And
if you bend an aircraft around here, it’s
a significant bend.”
He said that there has been great
buy-in “since day one” to the IS-BAH
program in the region since its launch
in 2014. He cited the news released at
MEBAA of Jet Aviation’s 20 locations
attaining IS-BAH Stage 2 status (see yesterday’s edition of MEBAA Convention News,
page 30), including several of its facilities
in the Middle East, including Dubai. “The
support has been terrific,” Yeomans said. by Jeb Burnside
Asked to assess the progress of the
IS-BAH program, Yeomans said, “We’re Click Aviation Network, the Dubai-based
getting there. We are further along than
global trip handling and support provider,
we thought we’d be. We currently have brought its recently developed Omega
149 locations at Stage 1, which is really the Platform artificial intelligence technology
stage where you say what it is you’re going to MEBAA 2018.
to do. Stage 2 is an important step because
Click’s Omega Platform is a digital
that’s where you have shown that you’re networking tool the company says will
actually doing what you said in Stage 1. offer aviation industry management a
We have 50 operations at Stage 2. And we “mission-critical decision support platrecently awarded our first Stage 3 regis- form that will increase operational effitration to American Aero Fort Worth at ciency on a global scale.” The service is
Meacham International Airport in Texas.
designed to “make the aviation industry
At the award ceremony for American more connected and transparent” by
Aero during the National Business Avia- allowing its users “to create and share
tion Convention and Exhibition in Octo- ideas and information instantly through
ber Yeomans said, “American Aero FTW one universal platform,” the company said.
continues to set the pace for the indusBecause it is an online service, Omega
try when it comes to safety management Platform is instantly available from any
and risk mitigation. By doing so, they place on the planet and connects memdemonstrate their leadership in creating bers to any other participant. And thanks
a performance-based, risk-averse culture
to its underlying technology, Click’s
that is centered on excellence.”
n Omega Platform understands a user’s

Click’s AI platform offers
next-level networking
operational and commercial needs, the
company says, and provides a solution
tailored to each of its member’s needs.
The Omega Platform “is always learning
and evolving” in response to the aviation
industry’s “ever-changing environment.”
Click Aviation (Booth 510), which
began operations in 2015, has loaded its
Omega Platform with the “most up-todate information regarding permit
requirements, fuel and handling rates,
and any additional details required in the
trip-planning process.”
Thanks to its “extensive strategic partnerships and far-reaching connections,”
Click says the Omega Platform allows
immediate access to vital, international
trip-planning data, including flight permits.
Charter brokers can use Omega to manage
customer inquiries, gain access to airport
and FBO directories, directly connect with
operators, and access financial data.
n

Cedar Executive may add third aircraft to charter fleet
Cedar Executive (Booth 565), the charter subsidiary owned by Lebanese carrier
Middle East Airlines (MEA), operates two
Embraer Legacy 500s, the latest of which
was delivered in January, and it is considering adding another aircraft, according to
Randa Kammoun, head of ground operations. One of the company’s Legacy 500s
is on static display at MEBAA 2018 and the
same aircraft appeared at November’s Bahrain International Airshow.
MEA also runs an FBO at Beirut Rafic
Hariri International Airport, known as Cedar
Jet Center, and provides MRO services for
business aircraft.
“Cedar Executive is the [luxury] operator,” Kammoun explained. “In general,
we [serve] businesses and banks, and the
government also uses our services.” Most
of Cedar Executives flights are to European
and Gulf-region destinations.
P.S.S.
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The International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) wants to send the message that
it is “here to help” business aviation. “We
need to do a better job of spreading that
word to the industry,” IBAC director general Kurt Edwards told AIN.
Terry Yeomans, who directs IBAC’s
International Standards-Business Aviation Handling (IS-BAH) program, added,
“Too many people think of us as regulators, but really we try to reach out to
industry for ways we can help them. If
there is a regulation that is impeding
their business, we can work with ICAO
[International Civil Aviation Organization] for relief.”
Founded in 1981, non-profit IBAC is
one of 46 non-governmental organizations in the UN’s ICAO and holds permanent observer status. With 192 member
states, ICAO’s mission is to coordinate
all facets of civil aviation. By far, its largest member organization is the International Air Transport Association (IATA),
the international airline representative.
Edwards acknowledges that the relationship between IATA and IBAC is not
always smooth. “We’re there to make
sure that if a new rule or policy comes up
in discussion, the interests of business
and general aviation are represented.”
Edwards explained that IBAC had
“flown under the radar” for too long, and
with its IS-BAO (International Standards-Business Aviation Operations)
and IS-BAH (for ground handling)
programs, it was often viewed as the
maker of the rules. Over the past several
months, IBAC has committed to reaching out to industry, starting with a series
of round tables where industry members
are encouraged to voice their concerns
over existing or upcoming rulemaking.
“The idea is for the round tables to not
be IBAC driven,” said Yeomans. “We
needed more outreach.”
He explained that nuances in language
can sometimes create confusion, and
“tiny misunderstood words” can lead to
crossed wires.
Speaking of the nature of IS-BAO and
IS-BAH audits, Yeomans said, “They’re
really snapshots. The auditors need to be
intuitive in their evaluations. Everyone is
human, and humans seek out shortcuts.
The problem is when shortcuts become
the norm. If you make it a habit to do
things the right way every time, then it’s
less likely that shortcuts will work their
way into procedures.”
Asked about handling concerns
unique to the Middle East region, Yeomans paused then reflected that without much in the way of small aircraft,
handling operations are different. “Of
course, unlike airports in Europe and
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by Mark Phelps
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Deliver an exceptional
door-to-door experience
You organise the flight, we take care
of the ground transportation service
wherever your aircraft lands
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An instrument panel
featuring seven
display screens and
a pair of sidesticks
are just some of the
details visible in this
image of a Sukhoi
Superjet‘s cockpit.

VIP Sukhoi Superjet makes MEBAA debut
Gulfstreams and Embraers—all the narrow ones—this is a widebody. It’s very
similar to Airbus, but it provides this comfort for less than an Airbus.”
Soundproofing installed during the
completion brings the cabin noise
level down to about 57 dB from 62 dB,
providing a much quieter cabin than
a standard Superjet. With a range of
some 4,400 km (2,375 nm), the Superjet
doesn’t have the legs of large-cabin
business jets or competing corporate
airliners, but provides plenty of comfort
and capability for shorter-range missions.
The jet is currently used for corporate
transportation and charter and flies 15 to
25 hours per month, according to Comlux.
Four Sukhoi Superjets in VIP

configuration are currently in operation—
two in Kazakhstan and two in Russia—but
this is the only one with an interior from
a Western completion facility. (The other
Kazakhstan-based Superjet is owned by
the country’s National Security Committee, according to Comlux.)
Now offered for sale through Comlux,
this SuperJet is registered in Kazakhstan,
but with its EASA certification could be
registered in Europe.
Comlux Kazakhstan, celebrating
its tenth anniversary, offers management, charter, crew training, and “we
are absolutely developed in terms of
certified line maintenance,” Kachurin
said. With EASA Part 145 approval for
work on Embraer and Bombardier Challenger and Global models, the company
is seeking authorization for Airbus platforms. The company has facilities in
Almaty and Astana and a large hangar
at each location.
n

The reason for the machine’s efficiency is its computer-centric operation.
Onboard computers automatically control the nosewheel clamp pressure, govern the power required (the Mototok
can operate for up to four days between
charges), and regulate acceleration and
deceleration to within one centimeter
for precise aircraft placement. Optional
features include oversteer and overtorque
protection (to protect nose struts), visual
and aural overspeed alarms, contour
steering control, and tele-maintenance,
with which the factory can monitor the
condition of the Mototok and either

recommend maintenance or even perform maintenance tasks via computer link.
The Mototok also records and stores
performance data, such as speed and even
accuracy of aircraft towing and placement,
enabling FBOs and fleet operators to monitor the performance of their tug operators.
This is “not so they can fire them,” said
Hemery, “but so they can make safety and
efficiency recommendations.” There is also
a feature requiring every operator to swipe
an identity card to help log operations.
The Mototok also serves as a ground
power unit, with a plug-in for 14- or
28-volt power.
n

by James Wynbrandt
Comlux the Aviation Group is presenting
at MEBAA 2018 an EASA-certified, executive-configured Sukhoi Superjet, the
model’s debut appearance at the biennial
event. Delivered last year to Kazakhstan’s
Kazakhmys Corporation, the cabin outfitting was performed at Comlux Completion in the U.S., and it’s now operated by
Comlux Kazakhstan.
“Doing a Russian plane in America to
be certified by EASA, it’s quite a complex exercise,” Richard Gaona, executive
chairman and CEO of Comlux said of the
completion project. “It shows our ability
to work on any plane in any condition.”
The 19-passenger interior, done in a
muted gray palette, is outfitted with a
two-zone cabin. The forward lounge has

a four-place seating area and flanking
two-place club arrangement with wide,
comfortable seats; the rear business class
cabin has a three across (two-one) configuration, with all seats berthable. The
cabin retains the airliner version’s overhead luggage storage compartments. The
SuperJet has fly-by-wire flight controls
and a modern flight deck.
The owner worked with Comlux (Static
13/14) on the interior design, visiting Comlux Completion to choose materials, review
designs, and approve work in progress.
“The jet business is very well developed
in Kazakhstan, so people know business
jets and fly a lot,” Alexandr Kachurin,
CEO of Airline Comlux-KZ, said through
an interpreter. “In comparison with

Mototok brings automation
to the aircraft tug market
by Mark Phelps
Mototok (Booth 483) sprung from the
frustration of an 18-year-old student pilot
in Germany, who could not imagine there
wasn’t a better way to maneuver aircraft
on the ground. Kersten Eckert put his
“efficiency-minded” energy to work and
established the Mototok company to
design and build electronic battery-operated tugs. The first Mototok model went
into service in 2014, and today there are
examples in service with international
FBOs, MROs, aircraft manufacturers, airports, airlines, military, industrial companies, and individual and fleet operators.
Jetex was the first client in the Middle East, according to Marc Hemery, in
charge of EMEA sales. Mototoks are also
in service with Falcon Aviation Services
at the Al Bateen business aviation airport
in Abu Dhabi and also Dubai. “The need
is growing,” said Hemery.
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“It is the most versatile machine in the
field,” he said. “One machine can work
with aircraft from the size of a PC-12 up
to a Boeing BBJ.” Depending on the power
capability of the unit, it can handle aircraft
up to 100 tonnes on level ground. Prices
run from $61,000 to $79,000, depending
on their power output.
The biggest assets of the Mototok, said
Hemery, is its compactness, precision,
and ease of operation. He said those attributes combine to optimize hangar space.
Because of the Mototok’s small size and
the fact that it doesn’t project beyond the
aircraft nose, it can maneuver an aircraft
so precisely that hangars can accommodate an average equivalent of 40 percent
more floor space. “If you calculate hangar
rental costs, saving 40 percent, you could
cover the cost of a Mototok in one year,”
said Hemery.
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